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This modern classic celebrates the tradition of tamales and family bonding at
Christmas.Christmas Eve started out so perfectly for Maria. Snow had fallen and the streets
glittered. Maria's favorite cousins were coming over and she got to help make the tamales for
Christmas dinner. It was almost too good to be true when her mother left the kitchen for a
moment and Maria got to try on her beautiful diamond ring . . .This is the story of a treasure
thought to be lost in a batch of tamales; of a desperate and funny attempt by Maria and her
cousins to eat their way out of trouble; and the warm way a family pulls together to make it a
perfect Christmas after all.Also available in Spanish as ¡Qué montón de tamales!

"A very funny story, full of delicious surprises . . . a joyful success." --Booklist, starred review "A
warm family story that combines glowing art with a well-written text to tell of a girl's dilemma." --
School Library Journal, starred review "A mini-drama rendered so acutely that anyone who has
lost something special will respond." --The Bulletin of the Center for Children's BooksAbout the
AuthorBorn in Fresno, California to Mexican American parents, Gary Soto learned the hard work
ethic through his share of chores, including mowing lawns, picking grapes, painting house
numbers on street curbs, and washing cars. His hard work paid off at California State University
at Fresno, from which he graduated with an English degree, and later at the University of
California at Irvine, where he earned a Masters of Fine Arts in Creative Writing.Gary Soto is an
acclaimed poet, essayist, and fiction writer. The awards for this multi-talented author are many,
ranging from the U.S. Award for International Poetry Forum in 1977 for his first published book of
poetry, The Elements of San Joaquin, to a Before Columbus Foundation American Book Award
in 1985 for Living Up the Street, his first published work of prose recollections. His short story
collection Baseball in April, was named an American Library Association's Best Book for Young
Adults. In 1993 Gary Soto received the Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Children's
Video for Pool Party, and in 1995 he was nominated for a National Book Award.His other credits
include fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and
the California Arts Council. Gary Soto is also one of the youngest poets to appear in the Norton
Anthology of Modern Poetry. Several of his books have been translated into French, Spanish
and Italian.Too Many Tamales was named a Booklist Books for Youth Editors' Choices of 1993.
Hazel Rochman of Booklist said, "Gary Soto is an accomplished poet and adult writer, and his
children's stories are widely popular. His first entry into the picture book genre is a joyful
success."When he is not writing, Mr. Soto serves as a volunteer English teacher at his church.
He also enjoys eating at new restaurants, which he does often with his wife, Carolyn, and their
daughter Mariko. Other members of the Soto household include their two cats, Corky and
Sharkie. The Soto family resides in Berkeley, California.copyright ? 2000 by Penguin Putnam
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Christopher J Williams, “Great story! Definitely Christmas vibes. So this book arrived on time for
my wife, wanted to surprise her on Christmas day but some of her Amazon items were mixed in
with mine and ..welp you know the rest. She loves this, brought so much memory and dedication
she once had as a little girl making tamales with her mom during Christmas. (Her mom hasn't
been doing so well since the start of the pandemic but this book cheered her up. She promise to
read it on Christmas day even though she's already seen it. ha! ) We did read a recent review: To
the individual who recently wrote this my wife would like to say, "Just because it may not seem
about Christmas to you as a Latina who grew up through these traditions: tamales will always
remain apart our culture through these holiday times. This about a little girl who looked up to her
mom, wanted to be her, and be apart of these gathering events by making tamales. Please don't
speak ill about our Mexican-American Christmas book. We teach and share our culture through
children and readers like yourself. We want readers like you to be apart of the Christmas holiday,
just like how I grew up making tamales as a little girl. It's a lot of work but so worth it. Just like this
book is worth buying. It's a perfect time to have and withhold during Christmas times". I uploaded
a few pictures: I did order paperback. There was a few dent marks but overall, the pages weren't
ripped or torn. The cover book is in a neat condition. Totally worth $8 bucks.”

mcv31j224, “Fun reader for several ages.. Would be fun to include recipe.”

Nicolas Gonzalez, “love this story. This is a classic story and great book to read to stories around
Christmas time.”

glenna smothermon, “Previous story. Wonderful story”

Felisa Sanchez, “Wonderful book. I purchased this book for my God daughter & she love it.
Especially because I gave it to her as one of her Christmas gifts. Because as a family tradition
we make tamales. So it was a perfect addition to the gift that I got for her.”

Asia Cervantes, “My favorite. This was my favorite book to read as a kid! ”

Juana, “Five Stars. Excelent e”

The book by Juanita Havill has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,053 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 32 pages
Reading age: 3 - 8 years, from customers
Lexile measure: 580L
Grade level: Preschool - 3
Item Weight: 4.5 ounces
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